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Hi, I’m David. Most of you know me. I’ll be tag teaming with guest speaker Shelly. She kindly
volunteered to help CZO think more carefully about creating effective content. Shelly and I
both work at the Institute of Arctic & Alpine Research.
Today, we’re going to talk about principles and ideas that help you create better content
more easily and more frequently.
David - working 1/3 time for CZO in 2014 (mostly to launch new CZO sites and improve data
discovery)
Shelly - INSTAAR communications, social media, web content, outreach
her role also includes managing the INSTAAR library (books, periodicals)

Content = all your information

Text
Etc...

Let’s define “content” since it’s kind of an ambiguous term:
Content is what your site visitors are looking for (the information).
Content is the whole enchilada (text, images, videos, documents, data, social media posts,
etc).
So, Content is Critical...

Visitors require content, not design

People come to your site for the content... not to see its’ design.
And they usually have a pretty specific goal in mind (esp. on Craigslist).
Good design will help make your content more effective... but it isn’t required.
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Because Lubinski is funded to work on design and development, the CZO ToDo list focusses
on items like faster page loading, sitewide search, easier data discovery.
But too few items emphasize content; we need to prioritize them more.

Authoring content isn’t simple, nor easy

And another reason for higher prioritization of content is that authoring it is almost always
harder than expected and often under appreciated. (this despite everyone seeing bad or
outdated content on the web)
It may not be rocket science, but authoring content takes skill, time, and effort.
An abbreviated list of tasks:
- Write effectively for the web (not print) (be a journalist & editor)
- Communicate effectively with audiences via Social Media (be a communications person)
- Create compelling imagery and layout (be a photographer & graphic artist)
- Use a CMS (be able to handle some suffering)
And you need to do all these things regularly and sometimes on a deadline...
*as well as* work collaboratively with multiple people, incl nudging them for content.
Large corporations work hard to find good web communicators.
computer photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/npslibrarian/2104266003/ Writing photo: https://
www.flickr.com/photos/davidsilver/11942362114/ Person photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos/ilri/
3965928706/

We need a content strategy update
NATIONAL
BOULDER (CO)

IML (IL/IA/NM)

CALHOUN (SC)

LUQUILLO (PR)

CATALINA-JEMEZ (AZ/

REYNOLDS (ID)

CHRISTINA (DE/PA)

SHALE HILLS (PA)

EEL (CA)

SIERRA (CA)

And if there weren’t already enough reasons to put more emphasis on content...
CZO has grown significantly in the past year:
- The four new CZOs launched their new web pages in April.
- And we will probably have a CZO Nat’l Office in 2014... NSF is reviewing proposals.
So, 2014 is a good time to revisit our content:
strategy, audience, identity, goals, coordination, workflows, etc.

Today’s talk is a start

Examples & Ideas
for CZO

Please interrupt us with questions...
Today’s talk touches upon a wealth of topics; it could easily be a multi-day workshop.
Consider it an introduction; we will give resources and ideas for followup at the end
Shelly will concentrate on principles, David on showing specific examples and ideas for CZO.
We’ll cover ideas that can help CZO in both the short- and long-term.

General principles !
of content strategy!
Shelly Sommer!
Information & Outreach Director
Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research
University of Colorado Boulder
shelly.sommer@colorado.edu

SHELLY
Thank you for inviting me. It’s nice to meet all of you.
Survey of participants – worst irritations of working with content:
Having to enter same content in several places.
People assume content happens “by magic” – don’t understand effort it takes to get or
create good content, or the time it takes to arrange it well online.

Why a strategy for content?
•
•
•
•
•

Better experience for your users.
Easier to create and manage content.
Helps you work with constraints.
Gets all your content to work together.
Support for making the hard calls.

SHELLY
I’ll share some ideas that worked for me. Mostly, content strategy comes down to having a
plan. You can start from where you are, and use the strategy to get where you need to be
without wanting to kill yourself and everyone else involved.
What you wind up with is better for your users, for yourself, and for your CZO.

Foundations
AUDIENCE

Know who they are

IDENTITY

Know yourself

MESSAGING

Know what you want to say

SHELLY. Before we actually get into writing anything, let’s look at foundations. If you have
those nailed down, you can go straight to creating the good stuff and avoid wasting a lot of
time down blind alleys. You also gain a sense of priorities that can help you reach your
goals.
Audience: Know who they are
This is possibly the most important thing – know who you’re trying to reach. Not in abstract
– the more particular and individual, the better. What are their concerns? What do they want
to do? What do they already know? Where are they – where do you need to go to meet them?
Can you actually capture one of these people and talk to them?
Then, when you’re creating content, you’re not trying to talk to everyone and no one – you’re
talking to that person.
Identity: Know who you are
Who are you, really? What sets you apart? How is this identity well/not well represented on
existing site?
The web is a conversation, and what you say in that conversation reveals who you are. Make
sure you’re showing what you want to show
Message: Know what you want to say
Intersection of what you have to offer and what your users want and need.
What are the most important things you want to get across or help people do? Try for just
1-3.
Really saves you time because it tells you where to focus. If it’s not on that list, it is by
definition not as important.
Spend time on the foundations, and it will make the rest of your job so much easier – you can
check everything you do against them. David has some info to share on previous CZO
conversations about AIM, over.

CZO WEBSITE FOUNDATIONS
Audiences
Identity
Objective *
Goals *
Messages

For the 2012 website launch, we spent some time on the foundations that Shelly summarized.
I’ll discuss some of the earlier decisions, adding two additional topics to Shelly’s list (see
asterisks).
We should revisit the 2012 foundation in 2014. We’ve expanded significantly in the past year
and need to capture the full range of opinions.

CZO Audiences
2012
CZO'ers (incl grad students)
PEERS (incl grad students)
NSF

Future?

General public?
K-12?
Higher Educ?
Our 2012 audiences were all related to the science at a pretty high level. An “inward” facing
audience if you will. Starting here makes sense.
A logical expansion to secondary audiences would be to look outward to outreach audiences.
Creating content for them would be substantive effort; we’d need resources and commitment
to do it well.

2012 CZO Audiences
2012

“know who they are”
CZO Design Guidelines Dec 2013.pdf (4 pg)

As Shelly said: “Know who they are”
For the website in 2012 we looked in detail at top tasks, business goals, key messages, and
more per main audience. We tried to incorporate many of these ideas into the website.
This table fragment is part of a 4-page PDF available on Google Drive (CZOData)

2012 CZO Identity?
“know yourself”
Interdisciplinary
• Untangling intertwined Physical/Chemical/Biological
• Combining the gamut of bio- and geosciences
Collaborative
• Working as teams, individual observatory & cross-CZO
• Connecting CZ scientists and CZ programs worldwide
Pioneering
• Forging a new and evolving realm of science
• Spanning a huge range of spatial scales & timescales
• Answering fundamental questions
ie How does the Critical Zone form? Operate? Evolve?
Altough we didn’t work as a group in 2012 to discuss and write down key traits about CZO’s
identity, here are three traits that were used by Lubinski when working on the website.
We may want to revisit.

2012 Website objective

“

To establish the criticalzone.org website as an
indispensable resource for hypotheses, models,
and data related to critical zone science - for
researchers new to the !eld and those with many
years of experience.

2012 objective - matches our inward facing audiences

2012 Design goals
1 Make it easier to update content
2 Enable content to serve multiple purposes
3 Integrate CZOs by sharing and interconnecting content
4 Show a consistent interface for data discovery
5 Provide consistent messaging & branding across CZOs

2012 website design goals, which included both the front and back end of the website.
We’ve reached all of these goals, although some better than others. For example, the current
websites are much better integrated (#3).

2012 Goals for the website?
What does CZO need the website to do?
How do we know if the website is successful?
What are some metrics to help measure success?

In 2012 we never really settled on high-level goals from CZOs perspective. We definitely
should discuss new ones and write them down.

2012 Messaging?
“know what you want to say”
Team e!ort?
Working closely together in interdisciplinary teams.
Friendly & Open?
Encouraging cooperative and synthesis research.
CZ Leaders?
Helping advance CZ science through data and models.

As Shelly said: “know what you want to say”
In 2012, we didn’t articulate our top messages. We did, however, consider some messages
for each of our three audiences separately. The above draft covers some of the
commonalities. These kinds of messages are worth a revisit too in 2014.

Tools
Content inventory

SHELLY
Let’s get into some practical tools that can help you take your discussions about audience,
identity, and messaging and actually put them into your content.
Content inventory:
The first thing is a content inventory. This is just a spreadsheet that lists all the content your
CZO actually has online. What do you have, and how good is it?
And YES, your social goes in here as well as web content.
To make one, basically start on your home page and click every link until you’ve listed
everything and looked at its condition. At its most basic you’ll just have page titles and URLs,
but I like to include some quality info to help me decide what to work on.
Here’s a content inventory I did a few years ago. As well as listing what we had, I looked at
how well our existing content expressed our audience, identity, and messaging.
You can see I added a qualitative score for quality, marked how up to date it was, and so on
to give me a pretty good picture of where we stood right then.
ROT stands for redundant, outdated, or trivial. If it’s one of those things, don’t bother
putting the content on your site.

Tools
Editorial calendar

SHELLY
An editorial calendar keeps you on course. It helps you keep track of important milestones
on the web site and in your social media all in one place. You can tie content to events on
your calendar – for instance, AGU or reporting student research. I also use the editorial
calendar to make sure I show the diversity of our science and our researchers (age, gender,
etc.). It’s easy to just show whatever news floats in, but you run into danger of showing your
CZO in a skewed way without a plan.
I use a spreadsheet even simpler than the content inventory – you can use any kind of to do
list tool that works for you.

Tools
Voice and tone guide
• This, not that
• Show positive and negative examples
• Mailchimp guide

voiceandtone.com

SHELLY
This is something most of your users will never notice. But how you speak reflects who you
are – and it has a big effect on your audience’s trust.
It helps to think about the right conversational level that will reach your audience, and really
reflect the personalities of your researchers.
Your voice is the part that doesn’t change – tone can change depending on who you’re
talking to or what situation you’re in. For instance, you might be funnier in social media
posts than in your news stories.
An easy way to do this is to write down some “this not that” statements. For instance, if a
formal tone appeals to your audiences, you might want to be formal but not stuffy. On social
media for INSTAAR, we want to be funny but not sarcastic. You might also collect positive
and negative examples – they really help clarify your adjectives.
The best in the business at doing this is Mailchimp, the online newsletter people. And
they’ve opened their voice and tone guide to the public, so you can see it. They identify – for
every kind of content they have – what their users are trying to do, how they’re feeling about
it, and what kinds of tone to use or not use to support them. It’s overkill for us, but it’s great
inspiration.

Tactics
Writing for the web
• Make it useful and useable for your readers
– Say what you need to say, then stop
– Speak in human
– Help your reader understand where they are
•
•
•
•

Put most important stuff first
Break content into easily skimmed bits
Useful, consistent subheads
Descriptive links

SHELLY
We’ve showed a few tools you can use to translate your audience, identity, and messaging
into manageable work. Does anyone have any questions or points to bring up before we get
into a few practical techniques?
Writing for the web is a lie. You are not writing for the web. You are writing for a person.
The bonus: If you’re clear on your audience, identity, and message, then writing the content
for any web page takes no longer than writing a long email – something we all do every day.
So, how do you do that?
- Respect your reader’s time – they shouldn’t have to hunt for the point
- Help people scan and skim
- Help people understand where they’re going next – also helps people with screen readers.
Please never type “click here for more information” again.

Tactics
Using images
• Images are like words – you should have a
reason for using them
• Tell a story (don’t illustrate a manual)

SHELLY
No random pics to make it “exciting”!
Use your captions.
National Geographic is the best at using images. Their reporting is brilliant, but if all you do
is look at the pictures and maybe read a caption or two, you still get the gist of the story.

Tactics
Working with your templates
• Go for CRAP design
– Contrast
– Repetition
– Alignment
– Proximity

• If you see a summary field, use it
SHELLY. You’ve worked hard to pare your message down to the right words and images.
Don’t get in your reader’s way by jumbling them all together. Use the templates available on
your web sites to make that easy.
CRAP design:
Contrast means things should be either the same, or different. Making them a little bit
different kinda confuses people.
Repetition means keeping a consistent format for things that are the same. If you have a
bunch of news items or data sets, they should look consistent – this helps people understand
they’re part of the same set of things.
Lining things up gives clarity.
Then there’s proximity. If we see things next to each other, we think they’re related. So
don’t put things that are related far apart from each other.
These principles basically boil down to keep it simple. Sometimes people worry about their
pages “looking all the same” but don’t – your reader would rather understand you clearly.
Your web templates can help people scan your content quickly and decide what they want to
delve into.
There’s a quote on my wall that says “good design is a form of kindness.” Be kind to your
users – help them do or understand what they want to do or understand – and they will come
back to you.

CZO TOOLS
Content inventory
Editorial calendar
Voice & tone guide

Let’s briefly discuss Shelly’s tools with respect to CZO.
Because of the network nature of CZO, all three of these tools will have components that are
at a National/ cross-CZO level as well as at the individual observatory level.
We haven’t done much at the National level (similar to our lack of effort on Foundational Goals
and Messaging)
But we would all benefit from discussion and some decisions at the National level. To help
kick things off, here are some questions and ideas to consider for all three tools...

Content inventory - questions
What pages should be mandatory for all CZOs?
How to improve content for di"cult areas like Models
and Education/Outreach?
Are we creating any content that should be removed if it
gets too old? News articles?
Should we try to assess content quality across CZOs?
Will the National O"ce have a communications person
who can work with individual CZOs to improve content
and promote cross-CZO consistency?

As a group, what pages should be mandatory? In other words, when switching laterally, which
pages must be there?
Content Gaps. How do we get more CZOs to spend time on difficult, aspirational content like
that about Models and Education/Outreach? ie Hands-on activities (news, events).
ROT = Redundant, Outdated, Trivial
Are we regularly generating content that should be removed from website as it ages? It could
still remain in the CMS ie Do we want to keep showing old news from many years ago?

Editorial calendar - ideas
May
ANNUALLY
- NSF annual report
- CZO all-hands meeting

Jun

An n

Jul

- Start of school year (Sep)

Aug

- AGU meeting (Dec)

Sep

TWICE/YEAR
- archive old announcements
let’s think of more....
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Here are some preliminary ideas to consider for an editorial calendar.
Reporting - Luquillo CZO is taking the lead to look at how the CMS could be altered to create
easier annual reports for NSF and others.
Announcements - These are news entries using the Announcement category. If you use the
optional Expiration Date field, the announcement will automatically be archived for you at the
right time. ie a job posting with an application deadline. If you don’t use Expiration Date
initially, clean up by adding one after the fact. Maybe twice/year?

Voice & tone guide - questions
- Voice/tone of national vs per CZO?
- Content audit for Voice/tone? Nat’l O"ce person?
- Overall level of formality? Add blog for informal news?
- Adjectives describing CZO traits, personality, values?
Interdisciplinary, collaborative, pioneering?
Geeky, earnest, helpful, generous, environmental?
More ideas?
- What are some “this but not that” statements?
Expert but not egotistic ?
Determined but not stubborn?
More ideas?
Reminder: Voice/Tone isn’t what we say but how we say it. Articulating our voice isn’t easy
but can really help with showing expertise, inviting new members, communicating across
disciplines, and so on.
We must have a simple, easy-to-implement guide given > a dozen active web editors.
Resources include http://voiceandtone.com/ , https://www.distilled.net/tone-of-voice/ ,
http://uxmag.com/articles/tone-and-voice-showing-your-users-that-you-care

CZO TACTICS
Writing for the web
Using images
C.R.A.P. visual design

Let’s illustrate Shelly’s tactics by showing specific CZO examples.

Writing for the web
- Say what you need to say, then stop
- Speak in human
- Employ useful, consistent headings
- Break content into digestible portions *
- Write Descriptive Links
- Put important stu# !rst
- Provide next step *
Here’s a review of Shelly’s bullet points for web writing. I’ve added two others (with
asterisks) for which I will show examples too.
Break up long content into digestible portions:
Similar to headings, helps with the scanning process before folks shift to their reading mode.
Examples include using bulleted lists instead of long paragraphs and converting long
paragraphs into shorter ones.
Provide next step:
CTA, call to action, try to have only one strong one per page (no more than a few). A chance
to guide the user to visit somewhere else on your site.

Visual design tips
IMAGES
- Don’t use as decoration
- Help tell the story
C.R.A.P. DESIGN
- Contrast
- Repetition
- Alignment
- Proximity
And here’s a review of some of Shelly’s bullet points about visual design.
On the right is the closed and expanded version of our new CZO switcher, which was needed
because we couldn’t fit the four new CZOs into the old menus.
The switcher has some “crappy” elements. Strong contrast between the white switch button
and the dark list helps distinguish the differing purposes of those elements. Repetition
shows that all the observatories are equally important. Alignment helps makes the list easy
to parse and visually pleasing. Not really using Proximity.
Now we’ll look at examples of Web Writing, CRAP Design, and using Images. We’ll start with
the National site and show an example page from every observatory in alphabetical order.

NATIONAL - What is the Critical Zone? page
- Provide next step
CRAP: Alignment
This page has an overt “call to action” at the bottom. After folks read through the page that
defines the critical zone and its importance, what should they do? They can watch the video.
And they can also visit the Research page.
In general, please try to have one or a few strong calls to action.

BOULDER - News story about a video series
Using the summary field
- Say what you need to say, then stop
CRAP: Repetition, Alignment IMAGES: tell the story
This page includes a nice summary, which is extra important for News entries because the
summary field gets used on multiple pages that include news listings. If you don’t write a
summary, your initial main text will be truncated (which doesn’t always work well).
A string of videos goes down the page, which use repetition and alignment to make their use
obvious. Nice start image too. If Suzanne wasn’t in the image, it would be much less
engaging.

CALHOUN - Research page
IMAGES: tell the story
Nice example of visual storytelling. The photos combined with the captions tell the story of
how old stream gauges are being revived, and old data merged with the new.

-

CATALINA-JEMEZ - Outreach > Higher Education page
- Employ useful, consistent headings
- Break content into digestible portions
CRAP: Repetition, Alignment
IMAGES: tell the story
This page does a great job with layout and storytelling. The consistency of the layout helps
you understand that each course is equally important and allows you to quickly dive in to the
course of highest interest or read them all. The photos give you a great sense of what the
courses are like: learning in the desert, digging snow, etc.

CHRISTINA - Contact page
- Say what you need to say, then stop
- Speak in human
The contact page is super important, but often overlooked. This version keeps the message
short and uses a clear conversational style. Well done and effective.

EEL - Field areas page
CRAP: Contrast, Alignment IMAGES: tell the story
The illustration in the initial text/image area is not just visually attractive but communicates
both the location of the field areas and how Eel CZO is studying multiple spatial scales.
Moreover, it’s narrow aspect ratio is an effective use of space.
Keep in mind that you can include text, images, or both in this space.

IML - Research Foci page
- Employ useful, consistent headings
- Break content into digestible portions
CRAP: Repetition
This page is a good example of basic text formatted well for the web. The clear headings
and subheadings make it easy to skim. Once the reader finds their target they can switch
from scanning mode to reading mode.

LUQUILLO - Field Areas page
- Say what you need to say, then stop
- Break content into digestible portions
IMAGES: tell the story
This page mixes text and images well. The text is minimal and broken into easy-to-parse
pieces, such as the single sentence fragment showing the coordinates.
The map is clear and clearly tells the story of the field locations.

REYNOLDS - Research page
- Say what you need to say, then stop
- Employ useful, consistent headings
- Break content into digestible portions
- Put important stuff first
CRAP: Alignment
This page is super easy to skim. It has the needed text and no more. It starts with a clear
summary of what RC-CZO is trying to do. The multiple columns and numbered lists are very
helpful for scanning information.

REYNOLDS - Research Foci page
- Say what you need to say, then stop
- Employ useful, consistent headings
- Break content into digestible portions
CRAP: Repetition, Alignment, Proximity
The Reynolds folks continue the style of their Research page onto this Research Foci page. It
too is easy to scan (for similar reasons). Since they have three objectives, the 3-column
layout works well.

SHALE HILLS - News story about student field visit
IMAGES: tell the story
This page is a news story about a student field visit and the screenshot shows the expanded
version of one of the smaller images. This is a great photo. It’s visually interesting and tells
some of the story of the day’s visit. It also makes you more curious: What did the students
do? What is all the equipment for? How many students can fit in that van?

SIERRA - Research page
- Write Descriptive Links
CRAP: Repetition, Alignment, Proximity
This page is a good example of links as well as layout. The links are descriptive and
consistent. In this case they are all nouns (action phrases can be effective in other cases).
None of the links say “click here” or “more information”, which provide little sense of where
the link goes to and are almost useless to folks with hearing disabilities using an auditory
screenreader. The two-column layout and consistent headers fit the two-part content
structure perfectly.

CZO MOVING FORWARD
Content resources available now
Content ideas for the future

How can we help author better content in the short and long term?

Current CZO resources
- CMS Instruction !elds
- CMS Content Tips !elds
- Video Screencasts
- FAQ document
- Content Writing Tips document
- CZO Design Guidelines Dec 2013.pdf (4 pg)

As part of the launch of the new CZOs this month, we also assembled some documents and
guidelines that can help with content. All are available on the CZOData area on Google Drive.

Content strategy

Content Strategy for the Web
Kristina Halvorson and Melissa Rach
Short Book, 2012 Edition (2nd)
http://contentstrategy.com/

The go-to book for Content Strategy. It’s concise and contains many helpful examples.

Writing for the web

Writing for the web
Dalhousie Web Team
8 Web pages
http://www.dal.ca/webteam/web_style_guide/writing_for_the_web.html

8 skimmable web pages that cover the most important points of web writing.
http://www.dal.ca/webteam/web_style_guide/writing_for_the_web.html

Writing for the web

Letting Go of the Words
Janice (Ginny) Redish
Long Book, 2012 Edition (2nd)

http://www.amazon.com/Letting-Words-Second-Edition-Technologies/dp/0123859301/

Want more advice on web writing? This book is comprehensive but easy to read. Ginny
Redish is a writing veteran and has been involved in the movement to get the US Government
and others to use Plain English.
http://www.amazon.com/Letting-Words-Second-Edition-Technologies/dp/0123859301/

Web usability & user experience

Don't Make Me Think, revisited
Steve Krug
Short Book, 2014 Edition (3rd)
http://www.sensible.com/dmmt.html

A witty read with ample illustrations. Plus, it’s short enough to be read on a plane flight
across the US.
http://www.sensible.com/dmmt.html

Visual design

The Non-Designer's Design
Book
Robin Williams
Short Book, 2008 Edition (3rd)

http://www.amazon.com/The-Non-Designers-Design-Book-Edition/dp/0321534042/

A great summary of visual design principles. Williams is the first author to write about
C.R.A.P. design.
http://www.amazon.com/The-Non-Designers-Design-Book-Edition/dp/0321534042/

Meetings & Discussions?
Online meetings, discussions (ie Google Groups)?
• Easier reporting to NSF?
• Audience, Identity, Messaging?
• Goals? How to de!ne & measure “success”?
• National O"ce - Person to help with content?
• New content ideas?
Reviews

interviews

Surveys/Polls (including
asking audience what they
want)

infographics

Posts about lessons learned

videos
social media

tutorials

One way to move forward is to discuss content-related topics during our Tues web meetings.
We might also want to try to set up Google Groups for a better discussion forum.
We might also want to consider a full-day guided workshop online or in person sometime.
Revisit Audience, Identity, Messaging.
Discuss goals, success, and metrics in depth for the first time.
Let’s consider expanding beyond current content offerings. Some ideas listed above.

Social media?
Now
Sierra, Reynolds, IML, Luquillo...
Science & outreach audiences

Future?
Science audiences
Future?
Outreach audiences

We need to move into social media more quickly and across more CZOs. Social media can
work well with the website
Pick one social media platform and get good at it first. Then move on to a second social
media platform.
Barbara Burkholder Heitkamp (IML) may provide some leadership around social media .
Erin Stacy noticed that the Wikipedia entries are pretty bad for the Critical Zone and related
subjects

CriticalZone.org User’s Guide?

i

One online location for training materials:
documentation, screencasts, & discussions
Communications guide + CMS "how to" guide

We need to find time and resources to create an online User’s guide. It’s become more
important with CZO’s growth. Current web editors need occasional refreshers, new editors
need an overview and guidance. And a centralized resource could save time across many
CZOs.
We can combine existing and new documentation with screencasts, etc. The guide should
cover the big picture of content strategy (audience, identity, voice/tone, etc) for the front end
of the website as well as the details of how to enter and edit content in the CMS back end.
We can create the guide as web pages and have them accessible at CMS login. Ideally, we’d
set up discussions/comments on the same pages.

Thank You!
Shelly Sommer
INSTAAR Information & Outreach Director
Shelly.Sommer@Colorado.edu

David Lubinski
CZO Webmaster (part-time)
INSTAAR web designer/developer
David.Lubinski@Colorado.edu

29 April 2014
CZOData Cyber Seminar #7

Guidelines for authoring content
at CriticalZone.org

Thanks everyone for attending. And a special thanks for those who asked questions or gave
comments. You can contact our guest speaker Shelly and CZO webmaster David at the above
email addresses.

